
Treasure Chest of Pronouns

Playing the game:

 1. Each player lays her game marker on the parrot.

 2. Player 1 rolls the die and moves her game marker that number 

of spaces. 

 3. She reads aloud the noun(s) written on the coin. (In some cases 

there will be a noun and a pronoun.)

 4. She names a pronoun to replace the noun(s) on the coin. Player 

2 refers to the key to confirm the answer. If her answer is incor-

rect, Player 1 moves back one space.

 5. The first player to reach the treasure chest wins the game. 

Skill:  correctly naming pronouns

Number of players:  2

Materials for each pair:  

• copy of page 3

• copy of the answer key on page 15  

• number die

• 2 game markers

Object of the game:

to be the first player to correctly name

pronouns and reach the treasure chest

Variation:

Give each player a sheet of paper and a pencil. Each time she names a pronoun, have her write a 

sentence that includes it.
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Treasure Chest of Pronouns
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Verb Safari

Playing the game:

 1. The teacher announces the start of the verb safari. Student pairs search the room for verbs.

 2. When a verb is found, the players record it on the word safari sheet.

 3. If a word other than a verb is spotted, players simply continue searching for verbs.

 4. The teacher announces the end of the safari.

 5. The pair with the most correctly recorded verbs wins.

Skill:  identifying verbs

Number of players:  whole class

Materials:  

• copy of the top of page 5 for each 

 pair of students

• pencil for each pair

• 35 prepared index cards

• marker

Teacher preparation:

 1. Using the list on page 5, write a different word on each of 35 index cards.

 2. While students are out of the classroom, place the index cards around the classroom 

in locations where they are partially hidden.

 3. Discuss these safari ground rules with your students:

  • Use quiet safari voices so you don’t scare the verbs away!

  • Do not run. As true safari goers, walk slowly to take in all the sights!

  • Do not touch the verbs when you find them because they may bite!

Object of the game:

to find and list the most verbs in the allotted time

Variation:

Give each pair of verb hunters a sheet of writing paper along with the reproducible sheet. 

Have pairs write a complete sentence for each verb as it is found. The pair with the most 

sentences wins.
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Names

Verb Safari

 1. _____________________________

 2. _____________________________

 3. _____________________________

 4. _____________________________

 5. _____________________________

 6. _____________________________

 7. _____________________________

 8. _____________________________

 9. _____________________________

 10. _____________________________

 11. _____________________________ 

 12. _____________________________

 13. _____________________________

 14. _____________________________

 15. _____________________________

 16. _____________________________

gave
grab
pinch
sat
nod
sang
bump
came
found

froze
poke
ate
taught
float
crawl
fell
scrub
trade

thought
pack
drove
knew
wrote
paid
look
grew
skip

pie
student
planet
fresh
marker
barn
hamster
boy
sheep

Digging Deep for Adjectives

Playing the game: 
 1. The teacher brings an object out from its hidden location. Each group has two minutes to list as many adjectives as possible to describe the object. 2. The teacher calls on one group to begin. The reader from that group reads each adjective on the group’s list. If another group has the same adjective, the reader from that group says, “Dig deeper!” The adjective is then crossed off every list where it appears. 3. Each remaining group shares its list of adjectives and crosses off any adjectives listed by another group.

 4. Then each group counts the adjectives left on its list. The winner of the round is the group with the most remaining adjectives. 5. Assign new group readers and writers and play again with another object. Continue playing as time allows. The winner is the group with the greatest total number of unique adjectives.

Variation:
Have students list verbs describing what can be appropriately done with particular objects. For example, a book can be read, opened, closed, put, bought, etc.

Skill: using adjectives

Number of players:  whole class

Materials:
• 3–5 classroom objects for the whole class • pencil for each group• sheet of paper for each group • clock or timer for the whole class
Teacher preparation:
 1. Choose three to five classroom objects for students to describe and place them out of sight. 2. Divide students into equal groups of three to five. 3. Designate a writer and a reader in each group. 4. Explain to students that they must pretend that 2,000 years have passed. They are scientists who have discovered ancient objects buried deep in the ruins of an old classroom. Each group’s task is to list adjectives describing the strange, ancient objects.
Object of the game:
to list the greatest number of unique adjectives describing classroom objects
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Team 1

oak
big

Team 2

green
tall
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A Picture’s Worth a Thousand Adjectives

Playing the game:
 1. The first player from Team 1 goes to the board and writes an adjective that describes the 

object in the picture. Limit answer time to 15 seconds.
 2. The first player on Team 2 writes a different adjective.
 3. Team 1’s next player adds an adjective to his team’s list. Players and teams continue 

taking turns until one team cannot list another adjective within the time limit. Then play 

passes to the other team for one last word before the round ends.
 4. The team that lists more adjectives wins the round. In the event of a tie, each team 

receives a point. 5. Display a new picture and continue play as time allows.

Skill:  using adjectives

Number of players:  10 or more

Materials for each group:  • 10 prepared picture cards• chalk and chalkboard

Teacher preparation:
 1. Cut ten large pictures of objects from magazines. 2. Glue each picture onto a 9" x 12" sheet of   construction paper. 3. Divide students into two even teams. 4. Label one end of the board “Team 1” and   the other end “Team 2.” 5. Display a picture card on the middle of the chalkboard.

Object of the game:
to earn team points by listing more adjectives to describe a picture

Variation:
Write one element above the picture that students may not describe, such as the object’s color, 

size, or shape.
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All About Adjectives

Playing the game: 1. Each player puts a game marker in each box in his home base.

 2. Player 1 moves one of his game markers vertically, horizontally, or diagonally 

one space into a free box. Players may not move backwards.

 3. Player 1 reads aloud the sentence in the box he lands in. He chooses the 

adjective that completes the sentence.
 4. Player 2 refers to the answer key to confirm the answer. If Player 1 is incorrect, 

he moves his game marker back to his home base.

 5. Players continue taking turns until one player moves all three game markers into 

the other’s home base.

Skill:   identifying and using adjectives

Number of players:  2

Materials:  
• copy of page 9 for each pair  • 3 game markers for each player• copy of the answer key on page 15 

 for each pair• sheet of paper for each pair • pencil for each pair

Object of the game:to be the first player to move all of his game 
pieces into his opponent’s home base
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e  1. I ate a _______ 

apple.

crisp    talk    pear

 2. The car drove on 

the _______ road.

candy   bumpy  drink

 3. The _______ friends 

played together.

smile    peek    three

 4. The kitten sat in the 

_______ basket.

 brown    girl    d
raws

 5. She ate her _______ 

soup.

type    book    salty

 6. The artist drew a 

_______ picture.

crayon    colorful    up

 7. The _______ rocket 

flew to the moon.

made    tall    fish

 8. I am under the 

_______ blanket.

blue    cup    lake

 9. The _______ book 

was on the table.

sing    ice    thick

 10. Those _______ fish 

are swimming.

web    four    ate

 11. She walked near 

the _______ car.

water    shiny    cut

 12. The _______ dog 

caught the ball.

large    box    grow

 13. The _______ garden 

needs weeding.

sits    big    note

 14. The cowboy rode on 

his _______ horse.

card    pine    spotted

 15. The _______ fire 

burned brightly.

hot    blows    mile

 16. He ran to the 

_______ house.

hair    green    swims

 17. The _______ polar 

bear growled.

wood   friends   unhappy

 18. The plane flew 

through the _______ 

clouds.

number    fluffy    globe

 19. The _______ king 

has a crown.

jolly    saves    file

 20. We hear a _______ 

whistle.

flag    day    loud
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Adverb Treasu
re Trail

Playing the game:

 1. Player 1 takes a card from the envelope and holds it up so Player 2 can read the sentence. 

 2. Player 2 reads the sentence and picks out the adverb. Player 1 checks Player 2’s answer by 

referring to the back of the card.

 3. If Player 2 correctly picks the adverb, she colors a footprint on the Treasure Trail and sets 

the card aside. If she does not find the adverb, the card is put back into the envelope.

 4. Player 2 takes a card from the envelope, and Player 1 takes a turn.

 5. Players take turns in this manner until one player colors all the footprints, reaches the

  treasure, and wins the game.

Variation:

Cut out life-size footprints and create a treasure trail around your classroom. Divide students into 

two teams and play as directed above, except with a treasure hunter for each team who moves 

along the trail as correct answers are given. Provide an appropriate treasure for the team that 

reaches the end of the trail first.

Skill:   identifying adverbs

Number of players:  2

Materials:  

• copy of the gameboard on

 page 11 for each player

• crayon for each player

• 20 prepared index cards for each pair

• envelope for each pair

Teacher preparation:

 1. Program the front of each index card with a sentence from 

the list on page 11. (Don’t underline the adverb.) Write the 

adverb (underlined word) in pencil on the back.

 2. Put the cards in an envelope so that neither the sentences  

nor the answers can be seen.

Object of the game:

to correctly identify the adverbs in given sentences and be the first 

player to color all the footprints on the Adverb Treasure Trail
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Adverb Treasure Trail

 11. He nearly saw the coins and jewels.

 12. This sand gently tickles my feet.

 13. Does Joel know the boat tipped over?

 14. The clam dug deep.

 15. Can fish swim backward?

 16. Who correctly counted the coins?

 17. Jenny roughly drew a map.

 18. Nate finally found the boat.

 19. Calmly bring the boat to the shore.

 20. Anita shouted loudly, “I found it!”

 1. Sam walked softly down the beach.

 2. Erin quickly spied a shiny object.

 3. A parrot flew straight to Tom’s head.

 4. Water lightly rocked the boat.

 5. A fish jumped up.

 6. The fish landed noisily in the boat.

 7. Ted slowly counted six shells.

 8. Erin sails daily.

 9. Who secretly found the treasure?

 10. Ken ran fast.
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Fishing for Adverbs

Playing the game:
 1. Players 1 and 2 play the game. Player 3 checks the answers against the key.
 2. Player 1 chooses a word card from the bucket and reads it aloud. He decides whether 

the word is an adverb. If it is an adverb, he decides whether the adverb tells how, when, 
or where. He reports his answer to the key checker, who tells him whether he is correct. 
If Player 1 is correct, he colors a fish in the matching category. If the word is not an 
adverb or if he gives an incorrect answer, his turn ends. The card is set aside.

 3. Player 2 takes a turn. Play continues in this manner. 
 4. If a player has already colored three fish in one category and draws another adverb for 

that category, he returns the card to the bucket and loses his turn. A player also loses a 
turn if he draws a card that reads “The fish got away!”

 5. The first player to color three fish in each category is the winner.

Skill: recognizing adverbs

Number of players:  3

Materials for each group:
• copy of gameboard on page 13
• prepared word cards from page 14
• copy of answer key on page 14
• small bucket to hold the word cards
• 2 different-colored crayons 

Teacher preparation:

 1. Cut apart the word cards and put them in the bucket.
 2. Give the answer key to Player 3.

Object of the game:

to be the first player to identify three adverbs for each category on the gameboard

15
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Answer Keys

 1. it or itself
 2. she or herself 3. it or itself
 4. we or ourselves 5. she or herself 6. they or themselves 7. we or ourselves 8. it or itself

 9. it or itself
 10. they or themselves 11. it or itself
 12. he or himself 13. it or itself
 14. they or themselves 15. we or ourselves 16. he or himself 17. she or herself 18. it or itself

 19. he or himself 20. he or himself 21. we or ourselves 22. it or itself
 23. they or themselves 24. it or itself
 25. they or themselves

Page 2: “Treasure Chest of Pronouns”
 26. he or himself 27. they or themselves 28. she or herself 29. he or himself 30. he or himself 31. it or itself

 32. it or itself
 33. they or themselves 34. it or itself
 35. she or herself 36. she or herself 37. they or themselves 38. we or ourselves 39. she or herself 40. she or herself 41. it or itself

 42. she or herself 43. they or themselves 44. he or himself 45. we or ourselves 46. they or themselves 47. he or himself 48. they or themselves 49. he or himself 50. it or itself

Page 9: “All About Adjectives”

 11. shiny
 12. large
 13. big
 14. spotted
 15. hot
 16. green
 17. unhappy
 18. fluffy
 19. jolly
 20. loud

 1. crisp
 2. bumpy
 3. three
 4. brown
 5. salty
 6. colorful
 7. tall
 8. blue
 9. thick
 10. four
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Adverbs Telling Where
 above inside
 away near
 down under
 here up

Adverbs Telling When
 before now
 early often
 finally soon
 never today

Adverbs Telling How
 badly quickly
 faster quietly
 happily slowly
 louder softly

Answer Key

 under away above The fish
 four

  
 

 got away!

 inside near up here down

 often now soon The fish
 dinner

  
 

 got away!

 before today early never finally

 happily quickly faster The fish
 blue

  
 

 got away!

 louder quietly badly slowly softly
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Player 1 ______________________

Player 2 ______________________
Fishing for Adverbs


